Subject to alterations                     INDUSTRIAL RIGHTS APPLIED FOR

T- profile

Interim inset fitting piece for tile sections with at least two restoring pins

see ANo. dwg all 07 to 09

Lower hook may be turned around or cut off for convenience

Horizontal joint spacer for tile sections with one restoring pin only

see ANo. dwg all 16

Necessitates glue, e.g. SikaBond T1

Insulation is to be performed in accordance with current thermal protection guidelines

T- profile

Intermediate inset fitting piece for tile sections with at least two restoring pins

see ANo. dwg all 07 to 09

Grid dim.

Journal as part of the standard carrier system ADS

Distance between restoring points in dependence with tile grid.

To bear on top lug.

Distance hook > 1mm

Grid dim.

Journal as part of the standard carrier system ADS

T- profile

Horizontal joint spacer for tile sections with one restoring pin only

see ANo. dwg all 16

Necessitates glue, e.g. SikaBond T1